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THE MOTE AND THE BEAM.
The duty of the church and of all religious con-
gregations is to preach morals. Religion should be
man's guiding star through life. Religion, therefore,
must give in great and plain outlines a conception of
the world in which we live, and teach us how to reg-
ulate our conduct in agreement with the facts of life,
for the benefit of ourselves and our family, our nation
and humanity. If the church ceases to preach morals,
or if it preaches wrong morals, its influence becomes
injurious to the members of its congregation and
dangerous to society.
As a matter of fact we must acknowledge that the
churches have done much in preaching morals ; they
have accomplished great things in preserving commu-
nities and making our men and women strong in en-
during the tribulations of life and resisting its many
allurements. Let us take one example only which brings
home to us the wholesome influence of religion. Let
us read a description of the Puritans as the}' are
characterized by an impartial historian :
"The Puritan was made up of two different men,
the one all penitence, gratitude, passion ; the other
proud, calm, inflexible. He prostrated himself in the
dust before his Maker. But he set his foot on the
neck of his king. In his devotional retirement, he
prayed with convulsions, and groans, and tears. He was
half maddened by glorious or terrible illusions. When
he took his seat in the council, or girt on his sword for
war, these tempestuous workings of the soul had left
no perceptible trace behind them. But those had
little reason to laugh who encountered him in the
hall of debate or in the field of battle. These fanatics
brought to civil and military affairs a coolness of
judgment and an immutability of purpose which some
writers have thought inconsistent with their religious
zeal, but which were in fact the necessary effects of it.
The intensity of their feelings on one subject made
them tranquil on every other. One overpowering
sentiment had subjected to itself pit}' and hatred, am-
bition and fear. Death had lost its terrors and pleasure
its charms. Enthusiasm had made them stoics, had
cleared their mind from every passion and prejudice,
and raised them above the influence of danger and
corruption."
The virtues of the Puritans, it cannot be disputed.
preserved them in the calamities that had been vis-
ited upon ihem in their old country ; they pointed
out to them the way to their new home, and when they
arrived in the Mayflower on the shores of the new
world, it was these virtues again that made their en-
terprise successful. Many of the pilgrims died of cold
and hunger; yet the little colony of emigrants did not
despair, and finally they triumphed in spite of every
adversity. The virtues which preserved them, which
were the cause of their final success, what were they
but religious ?
Compare the history of the pilgrims to the fate of
those noblemen who landed in Virginia under Captain
Newport in 1607. Why was their enterprise a failure ?
Because they lacked the energy and endurance, the
patience and self-possession of the Puritans. They
had no religion to teach them these virtues, and they
came over in the hope of becoming rich without work.
They expected pleasures and found innumerable hard-
ships. They sought happiness and were soon con-
fronted with dangers and disasters which they had
neither the courage nor the strength to resist or to
overcome.
Why is it that among all the colonies planted on
our shores the most flourishing were those founded by
religious exiles ?
Religion is a great power, and the religious instinct
will do great work, be it for good or for evil. We
know that the churches made mistakes ; we know that,
through persecution, they induced people to commit
most heinous crimes, that they opposed, and oppose
still, the progress of science. And since they suffer
our conception of the world and life to become dis-
torted, their moral preaching is in danger of leading
astray. We object to their oppression and protest
against the fetters with which they shackle our minds
and endeavor to tie us down to certain traditional
errors which they regard with reverence.
The most violent assailants of the churches are
certain freethinkers who declare that all religion is su-
perstition and that religion must be killed like a wild
beast, a turbulent hyena; we must rid ourselves of
religion as if it were obnoxious vermin or a lingering
disease. These freethinkers, as a rule, look upon
clergymen as imposters and hypocrites and are in their
turn by faithful believers regarded in a similar and not a
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more favorable light. Most of these freethinkers are as
honest as their adversaries, yet, like them, they are
one-sided. They step forth and say to the people :
"Why do you allow yourself to be imposed upon by
religion ? Religion is an invention of kings and priests
to keep the masses of the people in subjection. Re-
ligion is a humbug and the rules prescribed by re-
ligion need not be followed. Live as you please and
take out of life whatever pleasures you can get. That
is the sum and extract of all philosophy."
The narrow orthodoxy of the churches is the mote
in the eye of our clergy. How many of our ministers
feel in duty bound to impress the dogmas of their sect
upon their congregation and forget the main duty upon
which all their work should abut, viz., to preach
morals, to make of the souls that are entrusted to their
care, characters strong enough to face the adversities
of life, to endure troubles, and to resist the dangers of
temptation. Clergymen generally forget that the most
important moral rule is the love of truth, and truth
must be judged by scientific evidence, not by its agree-
mentwith, or disagreement from, the tenets of their
creed.
Such is the mote in the eye of the church. But the
beam in the eye of destructive freethinkers is their
unqualified contempt of religion. They have become
blind to the importance of morality, and the preach-
ing of morality. Not as if they were immoral them-
selves, or intended to spread immorality among our
people, which as they well know would lead us into
speedy ruin ; but because the beam in their eye,—their
contempt of all religion,—has made them blind to the
fact that their own morality is a treasure inherited
from their religious forefathers, a treasure that will
soon be wasted in the coming generations of their ir-
religious descendants.
Churches have faults, and some of their faults are
most grievous. Their dogmas are untenable unless a
free interpretation be used. Yet their ethics, although
wrong in some points, is upon the whole right. It is
the ethics of the churches that kept them alive. It is
the virtues of religious citizens that make colonies and
nations thrive. Iconoclasts are right when protesting
against the faults of the churches, against the false
pretensions of religious authorities. But they are
wrong when they attempt to destroy the institutions
created for, and devoted to, the purpose of preaching
morals.
The creed of the pilgrims was wrong in many
respects
;
yet it was right in so far as it made of simple-
minded men heroes, who could become the fathers of
a great nation of liberty. The fathers were in their
way freethinkers also ; but they were constructive free-
thinkers, not destructive. They found some flaws in
the religion that was taught them
;
yet they did not
therefore throw away the whole ideal of religious life.
They effaced the flaw as well as they understood to
do, and preserved their ideals.
Life is a school. All of us are given a work to do.
Among the scholars in the school of life, there are two :
the orthodox believer and the agnostic nonbeliever.
The one is plodding quietly along and tries to solve the
problem given him
;
yet he makes mistakes. The other
does not try to solve the problem, he thinks that the
problem is insolvable, and seeing some blunders in the
lesson of his schoolmate, attempts to erase the latter's
work entirely. It is well that the agnostic should call
attention to the errors of the orthodox, but the attempt
to cast away that which is true and good in religion to-
gether with its errors cannot be recommended. There
is a mote in the eye of the one, and the other, pre-
suming to be the corrector and leader of his comrade,
is not aware of the beam in his own eye.
Liberalism will never succeed in conquering the
orthodoxy of the churches unless it offers something
better than the ethics of ecclesiasticism. Liberalism
must teach us morals, and its morals must be better
than those of the church, its sermons must be based
upon scientific truth, and must apply to the practical
issues of life. Liberalism should be positive and con-
structive, not negative and destructive. It is true that
it was necessary to destroy the old errors, but now we
have done with tearing down and we intend to use the
empty space to build upon it greater and nobler ideals.
Let liberalism be more than hostility toward anti-
quated traditions ; let it cease to preach hatred of
religion ; and liberalism fi/ill rise in its grandeur to ba-
the religion of mankind.
A DRAGON HUNT IN THE RIVIERA.
BY MONCURE D. CONWAY.
II.
At Agra, in India, I paid in cowrie shells about
a penny to see a much larger crocodile,—alive,—which
two naked Hindoos had managed to drag out of the
water and bind. They did not ask to be made patron-
saints of England and Russia for their feat, like St.
George, but were content to make their dragon earn
them a few pennies. Soon after I met an orientalist
of the same race who was utilizing the mythical mon-
sters slain by mythical gods,—as Ahi by Indra,— in a
higher way. He was converting them into solar
myths. John Morley has announced that an era has
arrived in which dogmas are no longer to be answered
but explained. These fabulous and defunct dragons
and dragon-slayers of Europe are now being rehabil-
itated by the Science of Comparative Mythology for
purposes of explanation.
From Cimies I drove for some hours about the
beautiful heights. On every side were olive trees,.
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myrtle, palms, and orange and lemon groves laden
with golden fruit. I remembered that Goethe spoke
of the Alps as, for the young Germans of his day,
silver-fretted pillars of a portal between them and
Paradise, which they longed to open. I recalled his
Mignon's dream of the fair land from which she was
stolen in childhood :
" Know'st thoi the land where the citron blooms,
And the orange lights up the leafy glooms ?
A gentle wind from deep blue heaven blows
• The myrtle thick, and high the laurel grows."
All this I was enjoying, on a day balmy as summer,
while beyond our sheltering Alps Europe was shiver-
ing under the icy breath of the winter dragon. I looked
over a ba)' of the deep blue Mediterranean, and saw
the jutting cliffs near Monte Carlo,—once called Pil-
lars of Hercules. For there, according to classic
tradition, Hercules slew the monster Geryon, and
opened a passage through the Alps into this fair
region of the Riviera. I felt a sure conviction that
to the northern and eastern tribes this garden spot of
Europe through which I was driving,—where the
dragon of winter is subdued by sunbeam arrows,
—
was the wondrous garden of Hesperides. The long
coil of the Alps was the dragon which guarded them.
There were fables of how the dragon was slain, and
how Geryon was slain ; but the only spears which
really went through his Alpine heart were those which
tunnelled Mont Cenis, and cut the railway' to Italy.
The mountainous dragon was thereby not destroyed,
it was changed into an agatho-demon. Its career as
an obstructor ended, it remains as a protector ; for
did not its mighty back and coil shelter this Riviera
from the north wind no more could its perpetual sum-
mer reign or the golden Hesperian apples flourish.
In fabled combats of gods, demigods, heroes,
saints, with dragons, is dramatical!}' recorded the
religious development of our race. Indra was said to
have slain the monster demons Ahi and Veitra ; but
the drought and famine represented by these mon-
sters were not destroyed; they continued,—and faith
in Indra faded. Then came the human god Rama,
who was said to have slain ten-headed Ravanna,
prince of demons. But many-headed and many-
armed Evil continued its dire work in the world, and
faith in Rama faded. Ravanra, clearly, was not dead
at all. Then from the old Aryan dualism branched
out the religion of Zoroaster, who believed that the
combat was between equally powerful principles of
Good and Evil,—which his followers gradually per-
sonified as Ormuzd and Ahriman. (I say, "his fol-
lowers " ; for Zoroaster never personified the Evil
principle.) Orthodox Parsaism believes that the con-
flict is a drawn battle,—the Good Mind and the Evil
Mind reigning alternately, 6,000 years each. (I say
"orthodox Parsaism"; for under western influence
the Parsis tend to the doctrine of Universalism.)
But there was another Aryan development,—Bud-
dhism. Buddha was believed to have prevailed over
the Nagas (serpents), and over the king of demons,
Mara, by no other weapon than his sanctity. They
were converted like the Cimies dragon, but did not
expire ; they lived to further Buddha's religion. The
continuation of Evil, after the conversion of Mara and
the Nagas, is explained by his doctrine of Pessimism.
According to Buddha, Evil is the essential nature of
things ; wicked personalities are not authors of evil
but its victims. The only way of escape from evil is
escape from existence. That is Nirvana.
Mediseval Christianity combined Parsaism and
Buddhism in its philosophy. As Ormuzd could not
slay Ahriman, so Jehovah could not slay Satan. By
a sort of contract Satan must be conceded his share
of dominion in the universe. As evil was thiis per-
petual and eternal, Christianity agreed with Buddhism
that the only way of escape from it was escape from
existence. But it varied Buddhism by its doctrine of
a happier future existence not liable to evil. Under
this belief so many pious people committed suicide,
in order to enjoy heaven, that the Church had to fix
a ban against self-slaughter. The Buddhist was not
tempted to suicide because that could not free him
from existence. He might go to a worse situation.
The mantle of the Oriental and Greek dragon-
slayers,—Indra, Rama, Hercules, Apollo,— fell on the
shoulders of Christian saints. They were said to be
able to exterminate serpents, subdue dragons, cast
out devils ; but they were not committed to the task
of destroying the mother-principle of Evil altogether.
That has been left_to the heretical and secular relig-
ion of our own age. The new religion of our time
does not admit that the combat with evil has no aim
beyond the destruction of a particular dragon here
and there, leaving the general evil to work on ; nor
does it admit that the only escape from it is by pass-
ing to a better world. There is no evidence, it holds,
of any better world than this. The faith of our time
has set itself to the task of exterminating evil from
this world, and exterminating it altogether.
The method by which the new religion deals with
the dragon,—that is the not-yet-humanized part of
nature,—is the method of Buddha, and that of St.
Victor. Indra's weapon against monsters was the
hurled disk, Hercules used a club, Apollo his arrow.
The sanctity of Buddha and of the saints of France,
to which the fabulous dragons surrendered, prophe-
sies the method by which civilization and science ex-
terminate evil. It is not by revolution but by evolu-
tion that we can hope to prevail.
I am finishing this paper, begun in the Riviera, at
Rome. I find the people here crowding a theatre to
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witness a magnificent spectacle called "Excelsior."
In a succession of tableaux the struggles of Light and
Darkness are displayed. The genius of Darkness
tries to impede the experiments of Volta, but the
genius of Light defends him ; and his lonely chamber
is succeeded by the telegraph office, and wondrous
displays of electric light. The first small steamboat
is destroyed by ignorant workmen, but the triumphs
of steam are shown. We witness the opening of
Mont Cenis, of the Suez Canal, and many other great
achievements. It is sufficiently picturesque to wit-
ness this latter, day celebration of civilization in
Rome,—the last citadel of Obscurantism in Europe.
When the scheme of a railway to Rome was first pro-
posed, rumor said that it had to encounter papal
opposition. The fear was well founded. The genius
of Light entered by the first train, and the dragon
Superstition has been shrinking ever since. Like the
crocodile at Cimies Superstition's teeth are here fall-
ing out, its claws are lost, and it is creeping daily
toward its dark closet. This is the gentle victory of
Light. The railway has done far more than the
sword of Garibaldi. Even the miasmas are largely
exterminated ; the Roman fever becomes rare. The
new religion,—that is, the addition to Science of
the humanity of Jesus,—is not yet developed equally
with material civilization, but it is at work in the
heart of civilization. It will surely prevail over every
dragon,—destroying its infra-human part, but con-
verting its strength to the service of mankind. Here
is already a new Rome, promising to become grander
than that of the Caesars. These temples built by
Superstition, of which a fanatical Protestantism would
not leave one stone on another, willnot be destroyed
;
they are already museums of the antiquarian, studies
for the scholar, haunts of the artist ; they will become
the rich inheritance of the age of pure reason and of
the human religion.
Rome, December, i88g.
ETHICS AND THE PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS.*
BY DR. FRANZ STAUDINGER.
If the greatest possible pleasure of the individual
is made the ultimate aim of morality, there are two
points that cannot be established. First, I do not
understand from what source one pleasure derives the
power and right to control rational reflection and so
to induce the latter to aid in suppressing some other
pleasure. And, secondly, it remains an equally obscure
problem, which pleasure is to be held out as the only
true moral aim. What authorizes the moral teacher
to make just the most enduring or highest pleasure an
aim ? He is unable to tell me what shall be my most
Translated from the Gesetze dcr Freiheit, Band I, Das Sittcngesciz.
Darmstadt : L. Brill.
enduring pleasure. Like the opium-smoker I might
find the most enduring delight in the intoxication of
opium, which is said to prolong minutes to years ; and
I might also, like the Berserkers of old, kill and destroy
everything within my reach, and afterwards want to
die. Yet no one could call me immoral, or maintain
that I 'ought ' not to seek pleasure of this kind. How-
ever, the common moral sense—which, in most cases,
indeed, unconsciously follows true moral laws—never
calls that person moral who seeks his own happine.ss,
but often immoral, and for that very reason.
Matters assume a different aspect when, not the
weal of the individual, but the common welfare is made
the aim. In words, at"least, we now may say : " Thou
shalt seek after those conditions that according to thy
conviction are most subservient to the interests of the
common weal, and thou shalt postpone thine own in-
terests and those of thy kindred thereto." Here, ap-
parently, a behest is implied, and it seems self-evident,
that we should obey the same. In reality, however,
this is not at all self evident, and it cannot even be ex-
plained from the presumptions made. The doctrine
in question suffers from two grievous and incurable
defects. It neither can explain wherein such common
weal consists, nor demonstrate by virtue of what, as
an individual, I am bounden unto the same. The
'common weal,' in fact, is a notion so unclear and
hazy, that nothing remains but an empty word when
one attempts to analyze and explain it.
In every explanation, it is necessary, in conformity
with universally recognized methods of analysis, to
disembarrass the idea from which our explanation pro-
ceeds, of all accessory notions that tacitly assume the
thing to be proved and latently include the answer
sought. When, therefore, it is maintained, that the
common weal is the basis of obligation of our moral
action, a conception of common weal must be fixed
upon that does not throughout assume and take for
granted, moral conduct.
If we satisfy this requisite, there remains of the
notion 'common welfare' nothing but the truism, that
common welfare is a state in which all are well. A
common welfare that consists in the unimpeded opera-
tion of a general political organization, has of course
no existence. The social order, itself, feels neither
happy nor unhappy, but the individual men within it
;
and if all, individually, are determined to be happy,
it is thought by many, that the land of Utopia is their
only goal.
The ' common weal,' therefore,—if we take it abso-
lutely and do not, by begging the question, construct
it in advance upon the basis of morality,—is a wholly
empty and unclear notion, which disappears at every
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hand. It is like a lustrous, radiant bubble, which, on
being cut open, emits nothing but air.
.
That it is impossible to establish morality from
mere presumptions of feelings, the advocates of the
happiness-theory early felt,—felt but did not under-
stand. They remarked, that morality has not yet
arisen when one simply follows the feelings by which
at the time one is impelled. And hence they de-
manded the subordination of the feelings to some one
of the universally valid aims postulated.
But now the question arises. What brings about,
what effects, this subordination of one feeling to an-
other feeling ? Epicurus had early stated the ground.
And although this philosopher, as, substantially, all the
ancients did, regards solely and exclusively individual
morality, yet even for that purpose he was in need of
some other instrument than pure feelings. ' Rational
reflection ' it is that tells him that many a momentary
pleasure is followed by lasting discomfort and pain to
the individual, and vice versa. Reflection, therefore,
rationally endeavors to determine the highest degree
of permanent pleasure. And in the same manner, when
not individual interest but the common weal is the aim
of conduct, reflection must tell us what inclinations
must be promoted or suppressed in order to attain
this aim.
Reflection, accordingly, contains the imperative
element that enjoins the sacrifice of one pleasure to
another, or to the common weal. Now, it is often
said, that one passion can only be dislodged by another
still stronger passion. Yet, in the present case, it ap-
pears that even the happiness-theory must demand
and presuppose, that in reflection, as such, there is
implied a power that is able to suppress our momen-
tary inclinations. Whether reflection can accomplish
this result, or whether it is a representation of a greater
pleasure that has the power to overcome an actual
present desire, or whether reflection can call in other
feelings by the aid of which it may conquer any tran-
sient impulse,—it is not our duty here to inquire. How-
ever the matter may be regarded, it must eventually
be granted that reflection, i. e., the representation of
an aim, is able to control the will, and to direct the
actions otherwise than they would have been regulated
through the impulse of momentary feelings. Whatever,
therefore, the true aim of morality be, I am, in any
given instance moral, only in so far as my reason is
able to determine my will to the aim accepted.
By this implication, the happiness-theory prepared
the way for its own overthrow. For the true ground
of obligation of my conduct at all times, is to be found
in the fact that rational reflection commands my in-
clination to be surrendered for the sake of the aim.
THE WASTE OF TIME IN CONGRESS.
BY M. M. TRUMBULL.
It may be conceded that no people are so ingenious
as the Americans in adapting physical means to ends.
Since the days of Tubal Cain there have not been such
cunning artificers in brass and iron ; in wood and
leather ; in silk, wool, cotton, and all material sub-
stances. They excel all other people in contrivances
for saving time, labor, and money ; but in the mechan-
ism of legislation their genius fails. In the field of
statesmanship they work, figuratively speaking, with a
yoke of lazy cattle and a wooden plough. The Cir-
cumlocution Office, at the height of its pompous im-
becility, never practiced with so much diligence as the
American Congress, the methods of "how not to
do it."
The members of the House of Representatives now
in session at Washington, were elected in the month
of November, i888. In February, 1890, they had not
yet agreed upon a code of rules. They had not even
decided whether they were all properly elected or not,
for the right of several rival claimants to seats in the
house, has not been settled. A foreigner examining
the form of our legislative system might pronounce it
admirable, if we concealed from him the mode of its
operation. We might show him an American watch
of such artistic design and elegant workmanship as to
extort his praise, until he found out that the wheels
were contrived so as to stop the springs, and that the
springs were intended to hinder the wheels from turn-
ing ; that, in fact, by a clumsy artifice the checks and
balances were so arranged that the watch must go too
fast at one time, and too slow at another. Then he
would pronounce it ornamental, contrary, and ineffi-
cient. This handsome and inconsistent watch is the
model of our legislative system.
The intention of the Republic is that the legislature
shall be close to the people and quickly responsive to
the popular will. The means provided to carry out
this intention have been ingeniously perverted so as to
thwart the original design. Congress is elected bien-
nially in November, and this election, in theory at
least, is a message from the people commanding that
certain measures of public pohcy be enacted quickly
into laws ; but the elected members do not meet for
business until thirteen months after the election, al-
though their term of office begins on the following 4th
of March. By this arrangement more than a year is
permitted to escape before the message from the people
can be acted on at all. No other legislature in the
world has ever, adopted such a successful method of
"how not to do it."
This hindering policy is the more astonishing be-
cause the American people never conduct their ordi-
nary affairs on any such business principle. They would
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send a man to the lunatic asylum if he should hire 400
men to work for him thirteen months ahead, and give
them nine months holiday on full pay out of the thir-
teen
;
yet this is the way they hire their own political
servants to work at law making. Our congress is the
most expensive legislature in the world, and the most
unwieldy. It.works like a giant in bonds.
Are the people cheated by their hired statesmen ?
A member of congress is paid ten thousand dollars for
two }ears service, but the actual sessions occupy only
ten months of the two years, so that he is really paid
at the rate of about a thousand dollars a month. This
is good wages and it ought to secure good work. To
be sure, the people never intended to pay him $1000,
a month, they hire him at the rate of ^5000, a year,
but by the operation of "how not to do it," he man-
ages to double his pay.
A legislative body so important as the United
States House of Representatives, ought not to be left
unorganized for nine months after its election. Such
a legislature is a solecism in government ; and the
custom which permits it is fraught with mischief, if
not with danger. It is fruitful of corruption, and the
result of it is always a great deal of hasty and incon-
siderate legislation. The national legislature should
be organized at the very beginning of its term, and all
disputed election cases ought to be settled at the
earliest moment possible, so that the House, and all
interested parties may know who the legally elected
members are.
Under the present practice, a member legally
elected may be kept out of his seat for many months,
and perhaps until near the expiration of his term.
Six years ago, a member from Iowa was kept wander-
ing about the lobby for two years, waiting for the seat
which was wrongfully kept from him by a man who
was not elected at all. Not until the very last day of
the term, on the 4th of March, a few minutes before
that congress went out of existence, did the commit-
tee report upon his case and give him the seat which
had been unjustly withheld from him. This wrong
could hardly happen if congress should begin to work
when it begins to charge for it.
There is a humorous side to this matter as there is
to many other serious things. The honorable mem-
bers having taken a nine months' rest before begin-
ning work, fall to quarrelling as soon as they get to-
gether, and cover one another with reproaches for
"wasting time." More time is spent in hurling these
reproaches than in the work of legislation, yet they
never complain of the "nine moons wasted" from
March to December, when they did nothing at all,
and paid themselves four thousand dollars each for
doing it. The doctrine of " how not to do it" does
not apply to the drawing of unearned salary.
The important work of congress is done in the
closing hours of the session and then it is badly done.
There is excitement and inspiration in beholding the
industry and activity of a dying congress. A few
hours before its dissolution, bills are passed with
frightful velocity, while the President of the United
States sits in a room at the capitol signing them as
fast as the clerks can bring them in. He may be
signing his own death warrant for anything he knows,
about it, as there is no time to read the bills, for con-
gress will expire at noon. This wasteful hurry gives
a consistent finish to the whole proceedings, in digni-
fied harmony with our legislative policy.
Just about one minute to twelve o'clock on the 4th
of March, the supernatural power of congress is man-
ifested in a sublime and impressive way. An awe-
stricken multitude watches an old magician, said to
be clerk of the Senate, as he solemnly approaches the
great clock and sets it back nine minutes. On the
success of this legislative miracle are supposed to de-
pend vast appropriation bills and other measures of
critical importance to the people of the United States
;
greater interests than have affected any nation, since
the prophet Isaiah turned back the shadow ten de-
grees on the dial of Ahaz. There seems to be a little
comic irony in this puerile miracle to gain nine min-
utes at the end of the session, after deliberately wast-
ing nine full months at the beginning of it, without
the assistance of any miracle at all.
RELIGION BASED UPON FACTS.
A WELL known clergyman, famous for his indefatig-
able energy, and the comprehensiveness of his practi-
cal activity, who believed in a supernatural world of
purely spiritual existence, and a scientist with material-
istic tendencies who looked upon all religious aspira-
tions as mere illusions, once had a discussion about
facts. The scientist declared that science alone dealt
with facts, the clergy did not see the real world, but
dealt with things that were unreal. The clergyman
answered rather sharply in about this way: "You
scientists imagine that you have a monopoly of facts.
You should know that I have to deal with facts just as
much as you do. I have stood at the bed- side of the
sick and dying, and my experiences concerning that
which comforts them in the hour of death and tribula-
tion are based upon observations of facts. Practical
theology is in no less a degree based upon facts than
the science of physical or chemical phenomena."
The clergyman was right in so far as the duties of
his calling arose from the facts of life. A pastor should
be the adviser, the fatherly friend, and comforter of
his congregation in all the situations of life. Individ-
uals are not isolated beings. Many of their actions,
and indeed their whole demeanor, are of great concern
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to the community, and the community protects itself
against vicious individuals by law. The duty of the
clergy is to impress upon their congregations the moral
spirit of goodwill towards all mankind, to teach them
to regulate their conduct so that in the hour of death
no remorse will flit over their minds,— to teach them
that when they lie down to eternal rest, their deeds,
their love, their sympathy, and their thoughts will live
on and bear witness to their having fought a noble
battle in life. The more thoroughly the clergyman
does his duty in a spirit of religious truth and moral
aspiration, the less will we want the work of the state's-
attorney and the judge.
It is to be hoped that our churches will imbibe
more and more the positive spirit of the age, and so
found their duties upon the facts of life. Whether they
believe in a supernatural world of purely spiritual
existence is, or should be, of secondary importance.
Our churches, however, have so much mixed up the
real and objective facts of life with their antiquated
interpretations of these facts, that they believe the
fictitious world of supernaturalism as described in their
dogmas, to be a reality.
It is a fact that people need solace in the hour of
death, it is a fact that matrimony is a holy ordinance,
in which not only the couple that is united for life
until death do them part, but the whole community is
greatl)' concerned. It is a fact that the birth of a child
imposes duties upon the parents; the child is not their
propert)' ; it is entrusted to their care, and they have to
rear it for the best of humanity. Godfathers or god-
mothers promise to take the place of parents, if death
should call the latter away too early to fulfill their
duties upon the child. From the naming of a child
upon its entrance into the world, unto the burial of the
dead, when we pay the last honors to our beloved
ones, man's life is permeated with duties that point
higher than the fulfillment of egotistic desires. Ego-
tism finds its end in death ; man's duties teach him
to think beyond his own death. And it is the per-
formance of these duties that is the substance of all
eligious commands.
Some imagine that science is limited to the lower
orts of natural facts only. Religious and moral facts
have been too little heeded by our scientists. Thus
>eople came to think that science and religion move in
wo different spheres. That is not so. The facts of
our soul-life must be investigated and stated with
scientific accuracy, and our clergy should be taught to
purify religion with the criticism of scientific methods.
They need not fear for their religious ideals. So far
as they are true, and their moral kernel is true, they
will not suffer in the crucible of science. Religion will
not lose one iota of its grandeur, if it is based upon a
scientific foundation ; all that it will lose is the errors
that are connected with religion ; and the sooner they
are lost the better for us.
One of my orthodox friends maintains that Chris-
tianity, that is to say orthodox Christianity, is based
upon facts, and these facts, he says, are historical facts :
they are the life and teachings, the suffering and the
death, and above all the resurrection, of Jesus Christ.
If Christianity is based solely upon historical facts,
it stands and falls with their truth. If Christian morals
depend upon the occurrence of a few events that are
supposed to have happened once and will never happen
again, their fate is very problematic indeed.
The question is well worth a closer consideration.
Natural processes around us show a certain regu-
larity combined with a certain irregularity. Every
phenomenon that takes placq has its individual fea-
tures, and no one thing is exactly like another. A vis-
itor from the city may imagine that every sheep in a
herd of one breeding looks like the other
;
yet the
shepherd knows them all individually, and can distin-
guish them apart. Grains of corn may appear to us
all alike, yet they are not ; everyone has its own idio-
syncrasy. But in spite of all difference, there is a uni-
versality of law in all things and in all natural phe-
nomena. A closer acquaintance with the nature of the
differences teaches that they result, and can only re-
sult, from a difference of condition. Yet it is the same
law that governs all. Thus we arrive at the conclu-
sion, that isolated facts cannot exist which stand in
contradiction to the laws of all other facts. And it is
a rule that science derives its laws—the so-called nat-
ural laws—from such facts alone as repeat themselves
again and again, from such as can be verified by ex
periment, from such as are accessible to the observa-
tion of every one who takes the trouble to investigate.
It need scarcely be added that the same rule holds
good for positive philosoph}'. Single and isolated ob-
servations cannot give a solid basis for a conception
of the world. The facts upon which a view of the uni-
verse rests must be ascertainable by every one who
cares to be positive about their being as they are rep-
resented to be and not otherwise.
The rule is unequivocally acknowledged in science.
It is accepted—by some with a certain reserve—in
philosophy. Yet it is recognized in religion only by
few. Although if it be true in science it must be true
in religion also.
What is religion but a conception of the world, in
accordance with which we regulate our conduct? If
religion is based upon verifiable facts, it stands upon
a rock. If it is based upon an assertion of facts that
happened once and will never happen again, it is built
upon sand; and when 'the rain descends, and the
floods come, and the wind blows, and beat upon it,'
the structure will fall.
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Christ's doctrine in so far as it is the religion of
love, stands upon the moral facts of human soul-life.
The ethical truth of Christianity rests on solid ground.
Christian dogmatism, however, stands or falls with the
history of Christ's life, his death, and resurrection.
Had not orthodox Christianity been supported by the
great truth of Christ's religion of love, it long ago
would have disappeared ; for Christianity as an histor-
ical religion is indeed extremely weak. What must a
religious truth be that has to depend upon the verifica-
tion of a few historical facts? And these historical
facts are in themselves improbable, nay, impossible
;
they stand in contradiction to all the facts verified by
science, and whether they are true ,or not, have not
the least bearing upon the moral conduct of man.
Whether Christ healed a few lepers or not, whether
he abstained from all food for forty days or not, whether
he has bodily risen from the dead or not, the 'ought
'
of Ethics remains the same. If Christianity means
the dogmatism of the Church, it is an historical re-
ligion which will disappear in the course of time ; if it
means the doctrine of Christ, the fulfillment of the law
through love, it will be the religion of mankind, p. c.
ROADSIDE REVERIES.
BY A RECLUSE.
There is a pretty house across the way from mine,
which is an inspiration to look at. It is both old and
new ; but the renovation has been so artistically put on
that it makes no seam or jar. Nothing better blended
can well be imagined ; and the landscape, too, accepts
it all as if it were a product of nature, very much as
the pyramids are said to be in Emerson's poem. The
amateur architect who designed it is a poet ; and, he
has put touches in this structure which are true poetry,
too. There are certain windows in the house which
would make striking extracts for an architectural
anthology. Work like this ought to delight the art-
artisan society lately established in New York. 'Tis
of the sort that
" Gives to barroffs, trays and pans
Grace, and glimmer of i
It is said that the best telescopes now have brought
the moon— measuring distance by the power of natural
vision—to within three hundred or four hundred miles
of the earth. The result, so far, adds a striking con-
firmation to the generally accepted theory that this
minor planet is a spent ball. Nothing resembling life
in any form is discovered there. The bald mountains
and yawning chasms make a scene of utter desolation.
Undoubtedly life once was there, but it has expired in
dust SLndt debris ; but, whether any history is written
n them, we are not near enough to that planet to
know. I have no doubt that, if we could get there,
and be permitted to exist somehow, we should find
that our mental problems would be still the same, and
that two and two would be four, notwithstanding John
Stuart Mill's conjecture of a possibly different mathe-
matics somewhere.
This new proximity of the moon opens a wide
avenue for thought and speculation. Suppose now
for one thing, that Mr. Edison's new or conceived in-
vention for Far-Sight-Making should prove the success
he thinks it will be, and we should some day be able
to add that to the large telescope. We might then be
as near the moon, visually, as the intending steam-
boat passenger is to the boat, when he puts his first
step on the gangway plank. We should by this help
be able to know one of the heavenly bodies pretty
thoroughly; and what new secrets might there not be
extorted from Sirius, and even from Aldebaran and
Alcyone ? It is evident that science has not reached
the forward end of her rope yet, by a distance some
part of which when traversed may even amaze the
present generation.
*
* *
I have often thought how much the literary criti-
cism one has to give, is affected by the passage through
life. If I had been asked what poet I cared most for,
when I was in my early teens, I should have named
Byron without hesitation. A little later on I should
have superseded him with Shelley, or have coupled
Shelley with him. Still later Shakespeare would have
risen in my horizon in that full-orbed grandeur which
no lapse of time makes him lose. And only after all
this evolution had been accomplished, was I able to
see much in either Wordsworth's verse or Emerson's.
It is a pleasant study to follow this growing and chang-
ing admiration, not only for poets but for authors of
all sorts. When I was fifteen I read Carlyle's "Latter
Day Pamphlets " as far as I co"uld ; but I made little
out of them. It seemed as if the language I thought
I was familiar with, was running mad. Some years
after when I read Richter, and had studied German,
I saw where the Carlylean style got the most of its
origin—and, at that time, even the "Sartor Resartus "
had become measurably lucid. This book is really a
philosophical prose-poem.
*
* *
In commenting on this mental change and growth,
it seems plain that our progress in life does for us what
the earth's passage through its orbit does for the
astronomer. It furnishes a parallax for the assistance of
observation. We see things, as we go on, from a
different view-point. I wonder if it is not owing to this
one fact that the poem which Tennyson offered as a
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continuation to, or a counterpart of, his early " Locks-
ley Hall," encountered so great a variety of criticism.
There were two distinct receptions for it. One party
said it was a great downfall from the earlier inspira-
tion, even considered as a poem, without any reference
to its philosophy or to the doctrines of either produc-
tion. Another group said it was fully equal to the
first flight; and some members of the group thought it
was far superior to the " Locksley Hall " we knew of
old. Now if the parallax has made the mischief, or
division of sentiment, how are we ever to know ?
For my part I think the later poem is not equal to
the first, from the fact that there is no such reception
of it by young readers as that which " Locksley Hall "
everywhere inspired sixty years, and later, ago. It is
the young reader who has the achromatic lens which
will clear this dispute, somewhat. And I think it must
be confessed that not only is the young reader right in
not being highly moved ; but it must be acknowledged
that Tennyson, the octogenarian, is not precisely the
poet that he was a half dozen decades ago. And there
is really nothing strange, or condemnatory, in that
conclusion.
*
* *
Some one has said that "the miller, like the poet,
is a lazy man, setting his wheel in the stream." The
miller harnesses nature to a practical purpose ; but,
taking the judgment of the mass, the poet is an idler
pure and simple, one who loafs and takes his ease.
But, has he really no purpose ? There were millers in
Shakespeare's time, and they no doubt served their
day and generation well. But not one of them, except
he owned a mill near which Shakespeare loitered, is
now heard of. Another of this worthy craft has a
shadowy fame, because he had a daughter who helped
shape that beautiful early lyric of Tennyson's. So the
relativity of miller and poet is not altogether disad-
vantageous to the latter, for each serves an indispens-
able function. Each, in his way, supplies the bread
of life.
In Emerson's poem the poet is coupled with the
farmer. He works upon the same fields, though his
implements are finer and not so noisy or so much in
sight. "Every aster" in his hand, "goes home
loaded with a thought." It is an aftermath which he
secures, without impoverishment of the land, or an
actionable trespass upon its owner. And so he can
easily and triumphantly say :
" One harvest from thy field.
Homeward brought the o.\en strong.
—
A second crop thine acres yield
which I gather in a song."
DESTRUCTIVE OR CONSTRUCTIVE?
IN ANSWER TO THE CRITICISMS OF ILLIBERAL LIBERALS.*
A CO RESPONDENT o£ the Boston Investigator, Mr. H, L.
Green, perhaps the editor of the Freethinkers' Ma!;,iz.ine, takes
offense ot a remark made in the article " The Liberal's Folly,"
which appeared in No. 123 of The Open Court. The passage
that excited his indignation is as follows :
" How insignificant is the mote in Mr. Gladstone's eye in comparison to
the beam in Mr. Ingersoll's, in spite of his great attainments and enthusiastic
sincerity."
We are glad that Colonel Ingersoll has friends who spring so
readily to his rescue ; but Mr. Green's letter is so personal an
assault on the Proprietor and Editor of The Open Court that,
as a defense, it is worse than a failure ; it injures the cause in which
it is written. If Colonel Ingersoll can be defended only by the
abuse of his critic, his cause is very weak indeed. Colonel Inger-
soll might well say, when reading Mr. Green's letter : " God pro-
tect me against my friends ; against m/ enemies I will protect
myself."
Does not the Boston Investigator proclaim the motto : " Hear
all sides, then decide ? " Have we no right to criticise prominent
freethinkers ? I believe that Mr. Ingersoll would most decidedly
object to being considered as infallible ; he would protest against
the honor of being looked upon as the Pope of freethought.
It is a matter of experience that if in a discussion one of the
disputants is unable to defend his position with good and logical
reasons, he becomes personal and abuses his antagonist. A man
without reason turns rude. We may always conclude that if a
disputant becomes insulting, it is evidence that he is wrong. And
surely it is a certain sign that he is in possession of no arguments.
However, bitter words and scurrilous attacks will convince neither
his adversaries nor any impartial reader.
Why is it that the "illiberal liberal " has become proverbial,
and that so many honest thinkers are prejudiced against the liberal
movement ? It is simply because there are but few freethinkers
who refrain from the use of wild and rampant speech. -A cause
that has truth to back it, need not be defended by acrimony and
virulence.
Mr. Green charges The Open Court with "sailing under
false colors," and concludes his letter :
" We believe in the utmost liberty of expression, and dislike anything that
looks like intolerance, but we despise hypocrisy, deception, and fraud, and
s.h\\ox false /iretensions: therefore, we protest against such a journal as this
sailing under the banner of Liberalisiii, and soliciting subscriptions on the
claim that it is a Liberal paper. Col. Robert G. Ingersoll has done more to
liberate the human mind from ignorance, intolerance, and superstition, than
this defamer of him would be able to do in a thousand years That paper,
evidently, belongs in the Catholic Church !
Mr. Green says that the editor of The Open Court "knows
as much about true liberalism as does the Pope." The question,
" What is true liberalism " is of great importance and I wish Mr.
Green would lay aside all malice and ill-will, and discuss matters
patiently, sine ire ac studio. There are many liberals who look
upon liberalism as a mere subversive theory ; they propose to
attack everything that exists, to tear down our institutions and
destroy society, church, and state. The more destructive a man is,
the more liberal he is supposed to be
This liberalism is wrong True liberalism is not negative and
destructive, but positive and constructive. True liberalism is
critical. As a matter of course, in so far as it is critical, it will be
destructive But it is the error only that is to be destroyed ; and
» Two letters by the editor of The Open Court, published in l\ieL Boston
Investigator and Freethought.
One of the editors of the Cumberland Presbyterian Review protests against
certain propositions presented in editorial articles ofThe Open Court, declar-
ing that '• such a teaching contradicts all the tacts of revelation." We hope that
we shall soon find an occasion to analyze the expression " facts of revelation."
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the destruction of error is the beginning of a new construction. If
the new construction of better ideals did not follow the critical
work, hberalism would be vain and its g' al would be the desert of
nihilism
Negative liberalism is the liberalism of a Robespierre, a
Danton, a Marat ; its liberty means terrorism, and free speech the
license of invective. Positive liberalism is the liberalism of a
Luther, a Bruno, a Kant, a Lessing, a Franldin, a Darwin, a
Parker and Emerson, and the other heroes of freethought. Their
liberty means a fearless investigation of truth and obedience to
the laws of thought. Their principle is never to rail at or cry
down an adversary, but to listen to his arguments and refute him
with good and sufficient reasons. Constructive liberalism is the
cause of all progress in the history of civilization, while destruc-
tive liberalism is, at best, a harbinger to prepare the way and
make straight the paths of true liberalism.
Colonel IngersoU certainly has many great excellences and
has done much by his brilliant oratory and caustic sarcasm to
open the eyes of people to the fact that the old orthodox concep-
tion has become untenable. But we regret that Colonel IngersoU
instead of being positive and constructive is negative and destruc-
tive Wh<t a power for good might he be,—more so than he is at
present,— if he understood the true needs of the time !
The present number of The Open Court contains an article
that will more fully explain the meaning of the mote in the eye of
the orthodox and of the beam in the eye of the iconoclast.
Col. IngersoU in his latest publication contributed to the
Truth Seeker, says :
" All religious systems enslave the mind. "Certain things are demanded
—
certain things must be believed—certain things must be done—and the man
who becomes the subject or servant of this superstition must give up all idea
of individuality or hope of intellectual growth and progress."
The religion of The Open Court is in that respect not at all
different from any one of the o'her religions. We maintiin that
'
' Certain things are demanded—certain things must be believed
certain things must be done." We do not think that this is a "su-
perstition." He who does not want to /Jf/Zt-iv, tnay investigate;
and if he investigate, he may know. The religion of The Open
Court is a religion based upon facts, it is a religion that is verifi-
able by science. Come and refute us, if we are wrong ; but do not
sneer.
Col. IngersoU says that, certain things being demanded, re-
ligion enslaves the mind. Here we most emphatically dissent.
A religion based on facts will make us free, provided we are obe-
dient to the truth. It appears like a contradiction, but it is not.
Obedience to truth alone liberates us from the bondage of ignor-
ance. Be disobedient to truth and you must inevitably give up "all
idea of individuality or hope of intellectual growth and progress."
The venerable President of the American Secular Union is a
man who I suppose knows what true Liberalism means, he says :
"To be in harmony with the laws of the universe is man's chief good.
This is what may be called Natural Religion. Let not th-; Freethinliing reader
be startled at this word 'religion.' I know that it has been perverted to such
vile uses that one almost detests it. But nevertheljis it is something real.
" Prof. Tyndall says ; ' The facts of religious feeling are to me as certain
as the facts of physics.' 'The world willhave religion of some kind.' 'You
who have escaped from these religions into the high and dry light of intellect
may deride them, but in doing so you deride accidents of form merely, and
fail to touch the immovable basis of the religious sentiment in the nature of
man. To yield this sentiment reasonable satisfaction is the problem of prob-
lems at this hour.' Renan, also, writes thus ; ' All the symbols which serve to
give shape to the religious sentiment are iinperfect, and their fate is, to be
one after another rejected. But nothing is more remote from the truth than
the dream of those who seek to imagine a perfected humanity without re-
ligion.'"
Let me quote another passage from one of our most radical
freethinkers :
" what is religion ? Religion simply embraces the duty of man to man.
Religion is simply the science of human duty and the duty of man toman
—
that is what it is. It is the highest science of all."
This passage apears in ons of Col. IngersoU's former writings.
Where is Col. IngersoU the true freethinker ? in the former passage
where he denounces duty, or " things demanded " as enslaving the
mind, or in the latter where he recognizes "the duty of man to
man " as " the highest science of all " ? The former passage may
be more applauded by the illiberal liberals, but the latter passage
shows the man whom we respect and admire for his love of truth
and ideal aspirations to liberate mankind.
%
'
-X-
Another liberal journal, Freelhoiii;/it, also publishes an edi-
torial article directed against The Open Court.
The criticism of Freethought is a broadside of irrelevant
questions, such as whether I ever was "intimately acquainted
with the sons of any great number of clergymen ? " and, if so,
whether I "find them better than other boys?" I suppose that
I am not expected to answer any questions which might lead me
away from the points at issue. But let me state in answer to the
question quoted, that I know of many sons of clergymen who dis-
tinguished themselves in some way or another. Col. IngersoU is
one of them, and although I have not the pleasure of his personal
acquaintance, yet I know that he must have inherited from his
father some great qualities, of which I mention his love of truth,
his brilliant oratory, his rhetorical style and the enthusiastic zeal
for his cause which, if it were used in the reversed direction,
would undoubte.dly be called "religious."
It is perhaps natural that The Open Court should find opposi-
tion in both quarters : among the orthodox as well as among those
liberals who are merely destructive. We are in sympathy with
both and recognize in both the honesty of their intentions and the
good-will to serve humanity. We observe that they antagonize
and often vilify each other, and we wish to conciliate both parties.
We see that in the evolution of mankind both are necessary fac-
tors to build up our future ideals and we invite them to leave
aside personal abuse, insinuations, and invectives, and to join in
the work of constructive liberalism, which will bring good-will
among men and peace upon earth.
I am willing to listen to any argument, and, if it be strong
enough to convince me, I shall freely acknowledge it. I trust
that fairness in debate and the sincere wish of a mutual under-
standing will help us to arrive at practical results by which the
debaters as well as their readers can profit. p. c.
RECENT FRENCH PHILOSOPHICAL WORKS.
correspondence of lucien arreat.
IVEy Dear Sir :— I had scarcely mailed my last letter, when a
new -work by M. Fouillee appeared, entitled L'Aveiiir de la Mita-
fhysique fondce sur L'Experience* (" The Future of Metaphysics
Based Upon Experience "). The title of the book is so striking,
and the name of its author held in such high esteem, that our
special attention is at once demanded.
It is perhaps not altogether a paradox to assert, that the great-
est dispute of the hour among philosophers mainly turns upon the
point whether such a thing as a philosophy really exists. In the
meantime, however nobody seems inclined, on that account to
desist from philosophizing after the methods he himself has fixed.
But the question remains, will philosophy, or can philosophy,
ever actually be metaphysics, without losing all positive character
in the eyes of scientists ? . . . . There is the rub.
M Fouillee answers in the affirmative, as opposed to M. de
Roberty. According to the latter the new philosophy will be
neither science nor art, neither metaphysics nor religion ; it will
I' Publisher: Filis Alcan, Paris.
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be—what always in principle it has striven to be— " a conception
of the universe, reached by a general analysis of the laws and
functions of science, followed by their general, and purely de-
ductive, synthesis." General syiil/iesis, dt-Jmtive syn/Zicsis,— I am
not particularly fond of expressions of this sort. At all events,
just M. de Roberty's own discussion of the Unkit07oab/e (the title
of the book I mentioned in a former letter) might suffice to
show, that, at least, there exists what I have elsewhere called a
" philosophical function " of the mind ; and the idea even that we
form of a philosophy reduced to experimental psychology, or of a
philosophy passing into a kind of experimental metaphysics, seems
to argue, for the present, the existence of "philosophy" in
much abundance.
The first formula would be approximately that of M. Ribot.
The second is exactly M. Fouillee's thesis—a thesis by which he
appears to have been haunted ever since his earliest philosophical
ventures, about twenty years ago.
M. Fouillee conveys at times the impression that he has re-
mained a Platonist. As an accredited writer to the Rc'viu- des Deux
Mondes, he is an offshoot from the old school that once ruled su-
preme in the Sorbonne,
—
yet withal a vigorous offshoot, which
has struck its roots into a new and virgin soil ; and this, doubtless,
will satisfactorily explain why his book contains two almost an-
tagonistic views.
M. Fouillee declares, substantially, that the first thing to be
done is to overthrow the old metaphysics, ' ' which, given a physical
world and individual consciousnesses, pretends to deduce the same
from a'^stract ideas, or from general names, such as Being, Idea,
the Infinite, the Absolute"; he desires to replace it by another
kind of metaphysics, " which can at all times be put into terms of
experience." He invokes in his favor, " the constitutive necessity
of the human mind to solve certain problems," and he defines it
as " the reaction of the hurasn brain in the face of the universe."
But, as soon as he attempts more precisely to define the object
thereof, he at one time understands it as the investigation of the
profound connections existing between facts,— "forestalling the
conclusions of the science of the future, by the aid of a more gen-
eral hypothesis,"—and at another he leaves us to draw the con-
clusion that this metaphysics will be "an interpretation of the
universe by all that is most fundamental within consciousness,
and of consciousness itself by what there is most general in the
universe "—in short, " a representation of the all."
Now, if I am not mistaken, metaphysics, in the former case,
would simply become the play-ground of hypotheses more hazard-
ous and less positive than those of the particular sciences, while in
the latter it still remains the old metaphysics—a premature attempt
at a universal explanation, the explanatory fact only being changed.
I am aware that here the explicative fact would be i\ie force-idea—
a notion, that many seem to have accepted, while, as I believe,
very diversely interpreting the same. But, it is not yet time to
discuss this point ; we must wait until the publication of another
forthcoming volume that M. Fouillee has announced.
Shall I confess my candid opinion, at the risk even of offending
several writers for whom I otherwise entertain the highest regard ?
In truth, I greatly fear lest all expository metaphysics, for a long
time to come, be doomed to remain the science of facts that do not
exist, or at best, the science of the things that are not known ; and
I contend, that it is the beginning of wisdom, in philosophy, to
ignore deliberately a very great number of questions. From the
point of view ( f method, there exist but two kinds of research
—
the kind that can, and the kind that cannot, lead to some definite
issue. From the point of view of common sense there are but two
kinds of philosophies—those that are understood, and those that
are not.
I now beg to call your attention to two special works, that,
properly, are not philosophical treatises, yet for various reasons
have a bearing upon philosophy. They are : Hcredite et Alcoolisiiie,
Etude Psvehologiiiiie et Clinique siiy les Dir;cneres Biiverirs et les
Families d 'Ivrognes, (
' Heredity and Alcoholism, a Psychological
and Clinical Study upon Degenerate Drinkers, and the Families of
Inebriates,") by Dr. Legrain*; and Noiivel Expose d'Econom-e Po i-
tique et de Physiologic Sociale, ("A New Exposition of Political Econ-
omy and of Social Physiology,") by M. Adolphe Coste.f
M. Legrain is one of our young alienists. He belongs to the
school of Dr. Magnan, the learned head-physician of the St. Anne
Asylum, known for his solid and accurate works, and who in the
lectui e room every autumn gathers about his desk a very select body
of workers. In the work of which we are speaking, M Legrain very
thoroughly studies the relations between insanity and alcoholism.
What pre-existing failing or defect produces the alcoholic inebriate;
what special reaction toward alcohol is presented by a person
more or less affected with insanity ; how is this defect aggravated
;
and is insanity transmitted by heredity—th:se are the principal
questions discussed in this book. D^-. Magnan has written a short
preface to the work, in which he .very accurately defines its main
subject. " At a time," he says, " in which the ravages caused by
alcohol are claiming universal attention ; in which the problems
relating to heredity in mentil diseases, give rise to such lively dis-
cussions, it is indeed profitable to a5k oneself, how, when found
together, these elements react upon each other, and what clinical
product is the outcome of their morbid combination." M. Legrain's
work, therefore, is that of a purely clinical practitioner, who does
not investigate the processes of hereditary transmission, but simply
establishes and verifies the same. He describes the apparent mor-
bid phenomena, he draws up tables, furnishes statistics, and in this
way exhibits the external aspects of a problem which the embry-
ologist studies in its internal conditions.
M. Coste is one of our best economists. His enlightened and
judicious mind seems to foster an innate taste for precision and
clearness Reared in the doctrines of Comte, and familiar with
problems of moral psychology, he proclaims his intention of " re-
conciling Economical Science with the Positive Philosophy," with-
out d ssembling the fact, that many of his fellow-workers may
regard his excellent intention as simply " abominable."
To M. Coste political economy "should be a method of wj k
and of observation, rather than a repertory of ready-made con-
clusions for the use of indolent minds." The author has sought a
" philosophical direction,"—a philosophical method of procedure,
— and he does not lay claim to a " definitive science."
In his book, it serves our purpose especially to observe, that
he integrates the idea of evolution in the study of economical facts.
This is the study, he maintains, of one of the functions of the
social organism—functions that are interdependent and evolved
together in the course of history ; a fcCt, however, which do:s not
prevent their being treated apart.
He accepts four great series of facts : tutorial functions with
the family as the initial and mutuality as the final stage ; econom-
ical functions, starting from domestic and leading to political
economy ; the civic functions, at first assuming the form of militar-
ism, but finally that of law ; and, lastly, doctrinal functions that
lead from religion to science. The evolution of economics as
displayed to our view in his book, consists, accordingly, in the
progressive transmutation of domestic economy,—based upon work
and saving, -;-into political economy, founded on exchange and
credit. Still,—and this is another noticeable point,—according to
M. Coste's view, neither mutuality nor political economy nor
law nor science can absolutely replace the family, domestic
economy, militarism, and religion. The advent of a new slate of
things does not abolish the previous state, but, rather, subordi-
nates the one to the other.
* Publisher : Octave Doin.
t Publisliers : AlcaD et Guillemain.
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There remains to mention the recent discontinuance of a small
local review, La Critiijue Philosophique, founded some twenty years
ago by M, Renouvier, to be the organ of a Neo Kantian doctrine,
with which his name will remain associated. La Critique Pld-
losoplvque disappears, just as, in 1883, the Philosophie Positive
vanished—a journal shortly before founded by M. Littre. The
fate of these revues fermies—exclusive reviews—seems to have
wholly depended upon the fortunes of their respective founders.
M. Renouvier, now old and ailing, is still a notable personality in
our midst ; as a philosopher, he has chiefly been a dialectician.
The breaking up of a philosophical group, even so small as that
which he had formed, is not an entirely insignificant fact ; such
events, indeed, have their significance in the intellectual history
of an epoch, and of a country. Homage is due to sincere masters,
even on the part of those who are not among their followers !
In conclusion I must apologize for the present lack of mate-
rial. But several important works are said lo be in course of pub-
lication, and the list of the next quarter promises, by way of com-
pensation, to be much more crowded than is usual.
Paris, January, 1890. Lucien Arreat,
CORRESPONDENCE.
THE RETURN OF THE NEGROES TO AFRICA.
To the Editor of The Open Court ;
—
Mr. Frederick May Holland has replied to my article on
the proposed removal of the African race, in the United States, to
Africa, citing various objections to such a course. These objec-
tions are well known to the present writer. He is not a Demo-
crat in politics, and was in the days of slavery, and still is, of
anti-slavery opinions. He appreciates the amiable traits of the
African, and on the ground of personal convenience prefers him
as a servant to most representatives of the white race He does
not forget his great services during the war to both the South and
the North. He is aware that no citizen can be banished under the
constitution on account of race or color, nor does he lay any stress
on the matter of color. Many of the eastern representatives of the
Indo-European race are black, and some of the African negroes
are very light. It is a question of race, and not of color.
But all this is subordinate to two questions which are, as it
seems to the present writer, of much greater importance, espe-
cially to a nation living under a republican form of government.
These questions I have stated to be : ist, that of negro rule;and
2d, that of negro mixture of race.
When a man has a service to perform to his kind, it is essen-
tial that he shall observe the physical conditions which are neces-
sary to the performance of it. A teacher or preacher who should
so live as to be in continual ill health, could not be said to be per-
forming his duty. A judge, attorney, or member of congress who
should eat or drink himself sick as a habit, would not long retain
his position.
The people of the United States have to show mankind how
order may be conserved consistently with the greaj;est amount of
personal liberty. This we think is accomplished under our form
of government. But all races are not equally capable of sustain-
ing this relation between order and freedom. In fact, what we
know as the inferior races, the Mongolian and .African, have
never made successful -attempts to sus'ain republican forms of
government. The negro has conspicuously failed in all but absolute
governments, whatever they may be in name. It is not certain
that all the white race are capable of self-government at pres-
ent. The neighboring so-catfed republic of Mexico is really p
military despotism, although I believe that the material for a
republic is there, and that at some future day that country will br
in fact what it is now only in naihe.
The United States have made laws excluding the Chinese
from our country. We have assumed the right to do this for our
own protection. On the whole, the present writer approves of
these laws, although some of reasons assigned in support of them
are not good, and the maltreatment of particular Chinese is a
stain on the name of our country.
Many nations have at different periods of history removed
parts of their populations outside of their borders for various rea-
sons. It has seldom, if ever occurred, so far as I know, that an
equivalent for loss of property was granted in such cases, and as
is proposed in the case of the removal of the American negroes to
Africa.
Whatever reasons may have existed, or do exist, for theremoval
of particular peoples, or the exclusion of particular races from
any country, they exist with ten-fold force in the case of the negroes
of the United States. In no country having a republican form of
government, has the lowest race of mankind been found dwelling
with the highest. The case is a new one, and demands some
independence of thought for its treatment. So-called human
rights appear to come into conflict with questions of physical fact
or law. The pure idealist will sustain the former, in spite of the
latter ; but the wise man knows that he must bow to the latter,
and acts accordingly. It seems hard to the idealist that inequali-
ties between men exist, yet they do exist and appear to work
injustice. But we cannot help it.
I will not discuss again the mental status of the black race.
It is well known except to those who will not see. The ability to
weave and raise crops does not make a man just or rational, or
free him from degrading vices and maddening superstitions. As
to race mixture, Mr. Holland is a trifle prejudiced in his remarks.
The inferior race has never been known to resist the attractions
of the superior, to any great extent, so far as I am aware ; least
of all, the negro. If Mr. Holland doubts the certainty of race-
mixture, let him read history, or better, visit all countries where
different races come in contact. The white race of the European
coasts of the Mediterranean have not been benefited by their mix-
ture with the African races, and these latter were and are superior
to our negroes.
The reasons why the American negroes object to being re-
turned to Africa are self-evident. As beneficiaries of a civilized
nation, they have their rights better protected than they would
have under a government of their own race. It must not be for-
gotten that much of their orderly and " peaceable " conduct is due
to this fact. When left to themselves they are not distinguished
for those qualities. They enjoy here the use of the numberless
inventions made by the white race. They have the advantage of
intellectual and ethical instructions controlled by them. These
advantages are offset to a small degree by the outrageous treat-
ment they too often receive from a degraded type of white men in
the south, whom the southern authorities are not sufficiently active
in bringing to justice.
I may be wrong, but I do not believe that our country ought
to incur the risks incident to the existence of such a body of such
a race in its midst. It is simply a question of self-preservation
far more urgent than that presented by the Chinese question.
The preferences of the negroes themsalves must be in this case
disregarded. In fact, the only natural right they have in the mat-
ter is to demand to be returned to Africa, from which their ances-
tors were carried against their own consent. The supposition
that the South is not adapted for white labor will not bear exami-
nation. The negroes can be spared, and their place will be
speedily filled with whites.
It is, however, difficult to convey to the general reader the
seriousness of the difficulty as it appears to the student of species-
characters in body and mind. The conclusion to be drawn from
the facts is, that whatever of future progress the negro may have
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before him. it will take so long before he has reached the capacity
to stand alone as competent for self-government, that we cannot
take the risk of his presence here. Let him work out his own sal-
vation without risking the future of the Indo-European. If he is
so capable as some persons believe, it will do him do harm. If
he succeeds no better in the future than he has in the past, he
will not surprise some who think they know him better.
E. D. Cope.
Philadelphia, Feb., 1890.
THE NEGRO QUESTION.
To the Editor of The Open Court :
—
The state of public opinion sixty years ago on the question of
Negro Emigration is brought vividly to my mind by some remarks
upon the subject in The Open Court, of February 6th.
The writer is mistaken when he says that the negro popula-
tion of the country were largely opposed to emigration. The ne-
gro at the North had not at that time any distinctive influence,
either in number or opinions, upon the ideas of the day, but
ranged themselves in the lists of William Lloyd Garrison, at that
time the Editor of the Liberator, published in the city of Boston.
Mr. Garrison, with whom I subsequently became well ac-
quainted, was a mild-spoken gentleman in social life, a trait that
formed a great contrast to his vehement, vituperative editorials as
they appeared week by week in the Liberator.
At that time Liberia had for Governor John Russworm, a
mulatto of superior intelligence, warmly upheld by the Coloniza-
tion Society, of which Mr. Gusney was President, and B. B.
Thatcher, poet and lecturer, was Secretary. The colored people,
whatever they may have since become, were supinely indifferent
to the movements made in relation to them, few attending meet-
ings called together where their interests were at stake, and only
one, Mr. Raymond (accent on last syllable), a half-breed, warmly
supported by Wendell Phillips, ever pleading orally for his people.
• It was not the negro who was opposed to emigra*'oa, 't>ut
such men as Garrison and George Thomson, of England. B. B.
Thatcher presented the views of the Colonization Society and the
growing value of the Liberian Colony, in eloquent and fervid ora-
tory. He voiced the cultured and far-seeing ideas of statesmen
and philanthropists, while the Abolitionists were looked upon as
fanatics, and the negro stood between the two like- the animal be-
tween the two bundles of hay.
If we except a few members of their race, the negro has never
wasted his abundant sensuality upon any questions of race im-
provement. Toussaint L'Overture was a great man, despite of
race, and Count Timines, who was in this country just before the
opening of the Civil War, was a man of elegant culture, educated
in Paris, and holding brave hopes for the emancipation of Hayti,
which was the limit of his world, and he wrote a history of it, de-
scribing the terrible war of races, which has deluged that lovely
island with blood.
The negro has never made endeavors to attain dominion or
power. The negro has never made a start for liberty. Liberty
has been thrust upon him,— and he receives it without dignity,
uttering complaints and making statements known to be false,
with constant appeals to northern sympathy.
It may be Utopian to think of removing six millions . ." ^ ,^ple
to Africa, *" mce let emigration turn that way, and Africa will
be remunerated for the wrong we have done her. We wrenched
from her a sensual, ignorant, barbarous population, and we re-
turn thither a people with civilized instincts, and it is to be hoped
with aspirations that may help the dark continent to wipe out her
old pagan barbarism, cruelty, and sensuality, by creating in them
the hope of culture and the intimations of Empire.
Elizabeth Oakes Smith:
Hollywood, N C, Feb. 12, 1890.
AMERICAN BRANCH OFTHE SOCIETY FOR PSYCHICAL
RESEARCH.
[communicated ]
It is urgently requested that any person having some unusual
experience, such as an exceptionally vivid and disturbing dream,
or a strong waking impression, amounting to a distinct hallucina-
tion, concerning another person at a distance, shall immediately,
and without waiting for further investigation, state that fact on a
postal card or in a letter, and mail it to the Secretary, Richard
Hodgson, 5 Boylston P'ace, Boston, Mass.; also, that any remark-
able connection between this experience and any other. circum-
stance subsequently discovered shall be stated in a second com-
munication. T/ie first communication should be mailed before the
knowledge contained in the sicond is acquired.
In the first communication, as well as in the second, the narrie
and address of the sender should be stated ; and, also, the name
and address (if known) of the person concerned in the experience.
These names and addresses will be kept private by the Committee,
unless express permission is given for their publication.
Richard Hodgson, Secretary,
5 Boylston Place. Boston, Mass.
BOOK NOTICES.
" The Daily Ne-os (Chicago) Almanac and Political Register "
for 1890, which we have just received, contains much valuable
statistical information. (Price 25 cents.)
The Truth Seeker has put the following questions to leading
liberals : (i) Is there an affirmative, positive, constructive side to
Freethought ? (2) If not, the reason why ? (3) If there be, in what,
in your opinion, does it consist and in what should it consist ?
Replies have been received from many prominent freethinkers ; a
,
great many, also, have promised to reply. The publication of the
articles was begun in the number of Feb. Sth.
The \A'ational Reformer {Lon(Jon) of December 29, 1889,
publishej/ a paper recently read by Mr. J. H Ellis at Soiree of
the Liberal Social Union, entitled " Is Thinking Possible Without
Words," a copy of which we have received. Mr. Ellis analyzes
Prof. Max Muller's theory, and from a review of the philosophy
of Lewes and others arrives at the conclusion that it is improper
to restrict thought to the sense adopted by Prof. Miiller. Reason-
ing, Mr. Ellis contends, is a process ; the product or result of rea-
soning may be a thought expressed in words or an action : conse-
quently words are not necessary to thinking proper, of which
there are various degrees.
THE OPEN COTLJ RT.
AMERICAN
NOTES AND QUERIES.
A WEEKLY PERIODICAL.
W. H. GARRISON, Editor.
CONTENTS:
Queries on all matli-rs o£ general literary and
historical interest—folk-lore, the origin of proverbs,
familiar sayings, popular customs, quotations, etc.,
the authorship of books, pamphlets, poems, essays,
or stories, the meaning of recondite allusions, etc.
— are invited from all quarters, and will be an-
*swered by editors or contributors. Room will be
allowed for the discussion of moot questions, and
the periodical is thus a valuable medium for iriter-
communication between literary men and special-
ists. For sale by newsdealers.
Subscription, $3 per Annun
THE WESTMINSTER PUBLISHING CO
No. 6ig Walnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
"Free Thought,"
Published Weekly at 504 Kearney Street.
San Francisco, Cal.
Editors :
Samuel P. Putnam, President of Califor-
nia State Libei'al Union.
Geo. E. Macdonald, For?neriy with the
New York Truth Seeker.
Mr. Putnam is lecturing in the Pacific States and
his " News and Notes" of travel are an interesting
feature of the paper.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
One subscription one year $2. 00
Two subscriptions " " S3.00
Three " " " 84-00
THE-:- FORUM The Individualist
THE OPEN COURT.
FOR S5.00.
By special arranqenient with the publishers of
The Forum we are enabled to offer their valuable
magazine and The Ot'EN Coukt (to new subscribers
only^ for S5.00 per year. The original price of both
magazines (Forum 85.oo Open Court S2. 00) is 87.00.
MAKING MEAD DEAR.
A CONTKOVERSV BETWEEN
WHEELBARROW and SYMPATHIZEh
'
UPON
Corners and Pile Board of Trade
THE LABOR QUESTION.
PR1C£, 10 Cents.
This little pamphlet is a reprint from the col-
ums of The Open Court of an able and spirited
controversy between Wheelbarrow and a prom-
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